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Volvo XC60 wins North American Utility Vehicle of
the Year Award™
Volvo XC60 takes home major prize from 2018 North American
International Auto Show

The 2018 North American International Auto Show (NAIAS) showcases the best, the newest and the
most innovative automobiles from an extensive list of automakers. Among this crowded and
competitive arena populated by industry experts, automotive journalists, car enthusiasts and guests,
only one machine can be signaled out as the year’s top vehicle. Taking home the prestigious 2018
North American Utility of the Year™ title is the luxurious, well-equipped, five-seat, all-new 2018 Volvo
XC60.

“The Volvo XC60 raises the bar for safety and driver assistance systems in compact utility vehicles,
and does it in a package that exudes Scandinavian design,” said Mark Phelan, president of the North
American Car of the Year Awards organization.

The North American Utility of the Year™ is awarded based on excellence in innovation, design,
safety, performance, technology, driver satisfaction and value.

Specs

The 2018 Volvo XC60 is available
at three trim levels — Momentum,
R-Design and Inscription. It
features a choice between a
250-hp turbocharged engine (T5),
a 316-hp turbocharged and
supercharged engine (T6) and a
400-hp turbocharged and
supercharged Plug-In Hybrid
engine. Each engine comes with
standard all-wheel drive and is
mated to an eight-speed
Geartronic™ automatic
transmission.

Design

The redesigned exterior of the
XC60 boasts stunning elements
such as Thor’s Hammer headlights, a chiseled body, panoramic roof and roof rails. Volvo’s Scalable
Product Architecture platform (SPA) creates an imposing silhouette on the road.

Inside the 2018 Volvo XC60 is a cabin awash with Scandinavian-inspired design, exquisite materials
and modern-day technology including a standard nine-inch tablet-like touch screen and available
smartphone compatibility through Android Auto™ and Apple CarPlay™.

Technology

The semi-autonomous driving technology of Pilot Assist, which assists with braking, steering and
speed, is available for drivers of the XC60 while the SUV’s already-stellar City Safety system is
improved with the addition of Steer Assist.

“A new safety system called Oncoming Lane Mitigation uses Steer Assist to help mitigate head-on



collisions, while Volvo’s Blind Spot Indication System (BLIS) now uses Steer Assist functionality to
reduce the risk of lane-changing collisions,” reports Volvo.

Standard on the XC60 are safety technologies including WHIPS™ Whiplash Protection System,
Automatic Braking After Collision, Side Impact Protection System (SIPS), Run Off Road Mitigation
and Volvo On Call and smartphone app.

In addition to the integrated technology, advanced safety systems and undeniable power, drivers of
the all-new XC60 will also appreciate its thoughtful attention to detail such as an “integrated mobile
device storage under the second row seats,” a signature feature of the outstanding SUV.

The starting price of the 2018 XC60 is $41,500..
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Volvo XC60 is 2017’s Overall Safest Car in Euro
NCAP Testing
Volvo XC60 earns performance and safety accolades from Euro
NCAP 2017 Best in Class awards

The Volvo XC60 has been recognized for its remarkable performance and its innovative safety
technologies by the 2017 Euro NCAP Best in Class safety awards. Taking home the title of best
performing large off-roader and best overall performance of 2017, the Volvo XC60’s suite of safety
features also distinguished the automaker as an innovator with a score that beat out the nearest
competitor by approximately 20 percentage points.

“The new XC60 is one of the safest Volvo cars ever made,” said Malin Ekholm, Vice President, Volvo
Cars Safety Centre. “It is fully loaded with new technology designed to assist drivers, to help protect
vehicle occupants and other road users, such as pedestrians and cyclists, plus mitigate collision risks.”

The safety technology equipped in the S90 and V90 also earned a 2017 Euro NCAP rating of 93 and
95 percents in the Safety Assist and Adult Occupant categories, respectively.

Volvo awards

The Euro NCAP isn’t the first to
notice the award-worthy
engineering of the XC60, though; it
has been honored as Japan’s
2017-18 Car of the Year; Luxury
SUV of the Year from the UK’s
Professional Driver 2017 Car of the
Year; and Best Safety Technology,
Best Safest Car and Best Sat-Nav
from the UK’s 2017 Car Tech
Awards.

The Euro NCAP has consistently
been impressed by Volvo’s
performance and safety; in 2015,
the Volvo XC90 was also honored
as best overall performance vehicle
and best performing large
off-roader. The Small Family Class
award was bestowed upon the Volvo V40 as well.

Plus, the XC60, S90 and V90 “are the only cars to have achieved perfect scores Euro NCAP’s
Autonomous Emergency Braking (AEB) tests – AEB City, AEB Inter-Urban and AEB Pedestrian,”
reports Volvo.

XC60 safety standards

The 2018 Volvo XC60 is available at three trims: Momentum, R-Design and Inscription and features a
comprehensive list of standard safety features including: WHIPS™ Whiplash Protection System, City
Safety Collision Avoidance Technology, Rear Collision Warning, Automatic Braking After Collision,
Side Impact Protection System (SIPS) and Run Off Road Mitigation.

The XC60 is an example of Volvo’s dedication to engineering vehicles designed to help keep you as
safe as possible while on the road.



safe as possible while on the road.
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9 Potential Award-Winning Movies to Watch
These must-see films should be on your radar

Whether you want drama, comedy, action or animated-fun, these potentially statute-grabbing films are
designed to entertain.

Dunkirk

Directed by Christopher Nolan,
“Dunkirk” tells the saga of
Germany’s advancement into
France during World War II, which
effectively ensnared French,
British, Dutch and Belgian troops
on the beaches of Dunkirk, and the
efforts of the Allied troops to
escape.

Call Me By Your Name

Directed by Luca Guadagnino, “Call
Me By Your Name” is a love story
between Elio, a 17-year-old boy
and Oliver, a doctoral student
interning for Elio’s father. Set over
a 1983 summer in Italy, this film
explores the effect and power of
love.

Get Out

Directed by Jordan Peele, “Get Out” is a film that on the surface seems to revolve around the
meet-the-parents-of-your-significant-other-moment in a relationship. But beneath the surface, you will
discover layers of horror, disturbing realizations and suspense sure to have you on the edge of your
seat.

The Shape of Water

Directed by Guillermo del Toro, “The Shape of Water” is a thrilling fantasy about the connection
between Elisa, a mute woman, and a highly-classified South American creature covered in scales
sustained in a water tank locked in a government laboratory.

Wonder Woman

Directed by Patty Jenkins, “Wonder Woman” finally brought the much-beloved, iconic and larger than
life character to the big screen. As Wonder Woman, Diana, princess of the Amazons, fights for justice
and freedom against the horrors of World War I.

The Big Sick

Directed by Michael Showalter, “The Big Sick” tests the theory of love through health and sickness.
When Kumail’s new girlfriend Emily falls into a coma due to a serious illness, he is forced to create an
unexpected connection with Emily’s worried family members in this brilliant, earnest comedy based on
the real-life relationship of the screenwriters, Kumail Nanjiani (also lead actor in the film) and Emily V.
Gordon.



Lady Bird

Directed by Greta Gerwig, “Lady Bird” is a thoughtful, emotion-invoking film that examines and
celebrates one of the most complicated family bonds — the one between mother and daughter. When
her husband loses his job, the responsibility of keeping the family safe, healthy and fed falls on
Marion McPherson. On top of this emotional upheaval, McPherson must also tend to the tenuous
relationship with her like-minded, passionate teenage daughter.

The Florida Project

Directed by Sean Baker, “The Florida Project” brings childhood to the silver screen in the most
poignant, funny and heart wrenching way possible. The film balances the exuberance and innocence
of youth with the unimaginable strains of poverty and desperation that overwhelm a loving mother.

Coco

Directed by Lee Unkrich, “Coco” is Disney – Pixar’s latest animated feature film to captivate audiences
worldwide. The colorful, artistic and visually stunning film follows Miguel, a young boy, as he follows
his love of music to an unexpected place — the Land of the Dead.

Although these films are vastly different from each other, each film features amazing performances,
expert direction and most importantly, an incredible story.
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Health Benefits of Meditation
Ways to enhance your physical and mental health 

Whether you desire a calm mind, longer attention span or better sleep quality, meditation has been
scientifically proven to boost your health. Discover what this ancient practice can do for you.

Stress reduction

One of the primary perks of
meditation is lowered stress. As the
staff at Gundry MD relates, a study
performed by Carnegie Mellon
University linked even moderate
sessions of this practice to
reduction of cortisol levels, which
results in a heightened sense of
calm. Researchers studied
participants who engaged in a
three-day period of daily
meditation.

After the three days, the
participants performed speech and
math-related tasks. The individuals
who meditated had lower cortisol
levels than the individuals who
hadn’t meditated.

Enhances attention span

According to Matthew Thorpe, MD, PhD, contributor to Healthline.com, meditation strengthens your
ability to concentrate and lengthens your attention span. Researchers have found that meditation
might reverse brain patterns that trigger anxiety, distraction and mind-wandering.

John Cloud, contributor to Time magazine, cites a meditation study performed by Katherine MacLean
of the University of California, Davis. Thirty of the participants went on a three-month meditation
retreat in Colorado, while another 30 did not. After the three-month period, all participants completed
a computer test which asked them to distinguish small visual differences between lines flashed on a
screen. Those who did the meditation retreat were way more likely than those in the control group to
notice and report small visual differences.

Better quality of sleep

If you have trouble falling asleep or staying asleep, meditation is an effective solution. Per Dr. Nina
Radcliff with The Washington Times, if you meditate, you will experience better sleep on a regular
basis.

One of the studies backing this claim hails from JAMA Internal Medicine; the group surveyed
individuals who participated in a six-week meditation program versus those who did not. At the end of
the course, individuals who participated in the course reported less insomnia and an overall improved
sleep quality when compared to the individuals who were taught sleep hygiene practices other than
meditation.

Reduces inflammation



As Jo Marchant, contributor to New Scientist, identifies, meditation can also help you minimize
inflammation within your body. Psychologist Ivana Buric, from the Coventry University’s Brain, Belief
and Behaviour Lab, performed a study that indicated that meditation helped to deactivate a protein
called NF-kB, which functions as the “on” switch for triggering inflammation in certain genes.

Because meditation minimizes inflammation, this in turn reduces the likelihood that you’ll experience
cardiovascular, autoimmune and neurodegenerative diseases. It can also help reduce your chances of
contracting certain forms of cancer.

Minimizes age-related memory loss

According to Gundry MD, meditation lessens brain deterioration that causes memory loss. The
Frontiers in Psychology journal issued a study that surveyed those who had practiced meditation their
whole life versus those who didn’t. The researchers discovered that the individuals who meditated on
a regular basis retained more gray matter in the brain compared with the individuals who hadn’t
meditated.

Stephen Adams, contributor to the Daily Mail, emphasizes a study published by Harvard
neuroscientist Dr. Sara Lazar that surveyed MRI scans from 16 individuals, taken before and after
they did an eight-week meditation course. The MRI scans of those who did engage in the program
revealed thicker grey matter in several brain regions associated with memory, while those who didn’t
do the program showed no signs of brain growth.

Expensive supplements, rigorous diets and regular massages aren’t the only way to enjoy greater
wellbeing and a refreshing clarity of mind. This year, try meditating your way to a healthier state of
being, both mentally and physically. 
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It's the Volvo President's Day Sales Event

As a company that is always looking toward the future, we are continually inspired by the American
peoples drive to give everyone the opportunity to prosper. That’s why this Presidents’ Day we’re
celebrating the potential of all Americans by extending limited-time offers on select Volvo vehicles like
the 2018 XC60 – winner of the 2018 North American Utility Vehicle of the Year™ Award.

Take advantage of our Presidents’ Day Sales Event now

  

Lease for
$499 per month
for 24 Months

 
Lease for
$499 per month
for 24 Months

 
Lease for
$299 per month
for 24 Months

ENGLEWOOD XC60 >  ENGLEWOOD XC90 >  ENGLEWOOD S60 >
HASBROUCK
HEIGHTS XC60 >  HASBROUCK

HEIGHTS XC90 >  HASBROUCK
HEIGHTS S60 >



 

Photos for illustration only. On select models. Plus tax, title, license, and dealer fees. Security deposit
included. $0.25 per mile over 15,000 miles. With approved credit. Not all customers will qualify. Not
available with some other offers. Residency restrictions may apply. See dealer for details. Expires
2/28/2018
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Volvo Overseas Delivery

The hot new XC40 is available to order now via Overseas Delivery. The design is fresh and modern,
yet full of character—truly a vehicle for the 21st Century! Order now for delivery in Gothenburg
beginning in June.
 
The limited edition 2018 V90 T6 AWD Cross Country Ocean Race is also available to order.

The Overseas Delivery experience begins when the customer orders their brand-new Volvo. Most
OSD vehicles receive a discount off base US MSRP and no OSD customer pays a destination charge,
ever!

Once they’ve ordered their dream Volvo, Overseas Delivery customers receive an order confirmation
package which includes a travel guide and other valuable information. The next step is for the
customer to contact our full-service travel agency, Volvo Corporate Travel. Corporate Travel helps the
OSD customer book their two complimentary roundtrip tickets to Scandinavia, book their hotel nights
(one free night at Clarion’s Hotel Post in the heart of Gothenburg is included with every OSD order),
and design their own overseas experience. Volvo enthusiasts enjoy the factory tour (when available),
Volvo Brand Experience Center, and Volvo Museum. If customers are into music, Gothenburg is a
world-renowned music hub, with everything from pop and rock to classical music or opera. If they
enjoy art, fine dining, sightseeing, shopping, hiking, boating, skiing, amusement parks, spectator
sports… Gothenburg and West Sweden have so much to offer. Corporate Travel can help customers
to customize their Overseas Delivery trip like a choose-your-adventure type experience.

Overseas Delivery customers are not limited to traveling to Sweden/Scandinavia. Gothenburg may be
the most popular choice but it is not the only one! Customers can opt to add a short flight to another
European destination to their trip, or take a ferry, hop a train, or drive their new Volvo there. As always,
delivery and drop-off in Gothenburg, the Home of Volvo, is included at no cost.

Volvo Overseas Delivery customers return to the USA with lasting memories and stories to tell,
followed by a fantastic souvenir: their brand-new Volvo!

To begin your Overseas Delivery experience, contact your authorized Volvo Retailer, visit
www.volvocars.com/us/OSD  or call Overseas Delivery Customer Care at 1-800-631-1667.
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Volvo Concierge App coverage expands to
Seattle-area
Fuel and wash services easy to access via smartphone app for
Volvo owners

Volvo owners in Seattle have even more reason to be excited about getting behind their chosen rides
— easy access to automotive services such as car washing and fuel-ups. Via a smartphone app
integrated with Volvo’s car interface and “strategic partnerships with companies such as Filld and
STRATIM,” Volvo owners of 2015.5 models and beyond can schedule a car wash or a gas tank fill-up
at their convenience; parking location doesn’t matter.

“First San Francisco, now Seattle,
and soon many more Volvo owners
will have access to concierge
services via an App,” said Anders
Gustafsson, President and CEO of
Volvo Car USA. “This is another
example of how we are using
connected car technologies to
make life less complicated for our
customers.”

The “digital ecosystem” engineered
in Volvo Cars is a one-of-a-kind
system, which seamlessly blends
technologies among the owner’s
cell phone, the car and the cloud
as well as services from outside
companies. This ecosystem is
constantly evolving based on input
from customers and from
companies who create time-saving
technology that would prove beneficial to Volvo customers. Recent ecosystem upgrades have
developed through the purchase of Luxe and the expansion of Volvo’s Mountain View digital center.

The cutting-edge and convenience-focused Volvo Concierge Services delivers Volvo owners the
power to harness technology to help with time-consuming automotive tasks. Volvo already delivers
superior vehicles that make driving more thrilling, dependable, comfortable and safe; with its
ever-evolving digital ecosystem, Volvo continues to put its customers, and their lifestyle needs, first.
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NYC on a Budget
See what the Big Apple has to offer without breaking the bank

New York City is a popular destination for travelers across the world. With fancy restaurants,
Broadway shows and opportunity galore, it can be an expensive trip, too. But don’t fret; there are
plenty of ways to explore the Big Apple without completely emptying your wallet.

Statue of Liberty

A National Monument sitting on the
New York Harbor, the Statue of
Liberty is an American symbol for
freedom. You can take photos of
the statue from a distance free of
charge, using it as the perfect
background, or you can climb
some stairs to the top. Inside the
crown of the statue, you’ll find the
Liberty Island Museum and an
observation deck. The crown sits
atop a 162-step spiral staircase,
but the view of the harbor is well
worth it; you can even see parts of
Brooklyn. However, you’ll want to
reserve tickets to the statue in
advance.

Central Park

Restaurants in New York City are often overpriced, as tourism causes their prices to skyrocket. To
save some money, consider planning a picnic in Central Park . There is no charge to enter the park
and there are so many things to see along the way. After you finish your meal, browse the grounds
and explore the local conservatory, the Shakespeare garden, ponds and the Belvedere Castle.

National 9/11 Memorial and Museum

After the tragedies of Sept. 11, 2001, New York City came together to create the National 9/11
Memorial and Museum. The memorial sits embedded in the ground in place of the World Trade
Center. Etched into the sides of the memorial, you’ll find the names of every person who died in the
1993 World Trade Center bombings and the 2001 attacks. Alongside the memorial is the
110,000-square-foot museum dedicated to the documentation of the Sept. 11 events. Visiting the
memorial is free to the public. Tickets to the museum are $24 for adults; $18 for seniors, veterans and
students; and $15 for children 17 years and younger.

Brooklyn Bridge

The Brooklyn Bridge stands out as an iconic symbol in New York City. You can explore the bridge for
free on foot, walking along the pedestrian walkway from Brooklyn to Manhattan, or vice versa.
Whether you decide to walk the bridge during the day or in the evening, you’ll see a beautiful view of
the city’s skyline and the East River. Walking across the bridge takes 30 minutes to one hour,
depending on how many times you stop to take pictures. There are also free guided walking tours if
you’d prefer to have a tour guide.

Street and Subway Performers



New York City is often populated with street and subway performers. Many musicians have gotten
their starts in New York City subways; you just might hear the next Grammy-winning artist. As you
make your way to your next destination, stop and listen to some of these talented performers along
the way.

New York City has so many beautiful sights, museums and experiences to offer its visitors without
breaking the bank. The next time you visit the Big Apple, consider some of these inexpensive ways to
see the city.
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